Fenomena Neorevivalisme Islam dalam Dunia Internasional

Abstrak:

A wave of Islamic neorevivalism become a common phenomenon in the Middle East region since the 1970s. This phenomenon is preceded in most countries the Middle East. Islamic groups as an actor took the role of trigger movement. Various political events in the Middle East shows a neorevivalism group’s effort to realize Islam as an ideology. Islamic neorevivalism movement created ideology in order to realize hakimiyat Allah (God’s Sovereignty), Daula Khilafah Islamiyah, and the Islamic Shari’a. Struggle of these groups is realized through a variety of methods, either by way of moderate or extreme. This paper reveals the factors that cause the emergence of Islamic neorevivalism waves. The assumptions in this paper is supported by data obtained from internal sources neorevivalis groups.
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